Claire Bingham
Trainer
OH&S, Environmental, and Quality Lead Auditor with
over 25 years’ experience in Australia and the UK.

Qualifications
• BSC Graphic Media
• NEBOSH Gen Cert

Claire brings a wealth of experience to her training courses. With her
background in Quality, Safety and Environmental Management Systems
auditing across the Oil and Gas, Mining, Manufacturing, Construction,
Government and Water industries, she confidently delivers engaging and
relevant training for all.

• TAE
• Environmental Diploma

Auditing certifications
• Lead auditor Quality,
Environmental and Occupational
Health and Safety
• Exemplar Global – AU, TL, QM,
EM, OH

Training experience
Claire presents public and in-house Integrated Management Systems Lead
Auditor training courses throughout Australia. Tailored in-house training
sessions can also be accommodated to meet your businesses training needs.

Auditing experience
Claire has been implementing and auditing Quality, Environment and
Occupational Health & Safety standards for over 25 years. She has worked
as a Certification auditor for multiple Certification Bodies.

Industry experience

“

• Manufacturing

I enjoyed the course, our trainer was engaging, helpful and had
extensive industry experience which enabled her to provide
relevant examples to understand the content.

• Construction
• Water
• Government
• Mining
• Oil & Gas

— Hannah Green

The instructor, Claire, was great - really got the crew involved and
was able to have a good laugh. It was enjoyable for something I
thought would be a very dry subject. Thank you.

PwC Training Academy

— Brendan Dunnell

Brisbane | Canberra | Sydney |
Melbourne | Adelaide | Perth |
480 Queen Street,
Brisbane QLD 4000
1300 95 96 92
auditortraining.pwc.com.au

The course was very well delivered and structured, Claire allowed
time for discussion but also provided valuable context. I will
strongly recommend this PwC course to all aspiring Lead
Auditors.
— Kenneth Carter
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